Abstract

MapReduce is an effective programming model for large-scale data-intensive computing applications. Hadoop is an open-source implementation of MapReduce which has been widely used. The communication overhead from the big data sets’ transmission affects the performance of Hadoop greatly. In consideration of data locality, Hadoop schedules tasks to the nodes near the data locations preferentially to decrease data transmission overhead, which works well in homogeneous and dedicated MapReduce environments. However, due to practical considerations about cost and resource utilization, it is common to maintain heterogeneous clusters or share resources by multiple users. Unfortunately, it’s difficult to take advantage of data locality in these heterogeneous or shared environments [1]. To improve the performance of MapReduce in heterogeneous or shared environments, a data prefetching mechanism is proposed. In this paper, we can fetch the data to corresponding compute nodes in advance. It is proved that the proposal of this paper reduces data transmission overhead effectively with theoretical analysis. We also work on applying similar prefetching mechanisms to other phases in MapReduce, and researching on predicting the execution nodes of tasks in
cluster computing to improve performance and the result are clearly shows that proposed system will takes a less execution time as compared to existing mapreduce job.
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